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Daniel Hayman <
To: yosef feldman

Thu, Jun 12, 2014 at 8:05 PM
>

Dear Yossi,
I just read the Jewish News article.
Moshe is a disgrace to the Sydney Rabbinate!
I don't know how he considers himself a Lubavitcher or a frum Yid.
When one day he goes up to the Shamayim and faces the Rebono Shel Olam, I would not like to be in his shoes!
Zei gezunt

I EXPLICITLY FORBID YOU TO FORWARD THIS MESSAGE TO ANYONEllllll
Yosef Feldman
To: Daniel Hayman <lllilillliillliii

>

Thu, Jun 12, 2014 at 9:42 PM

DearGug
For my own sake I wouldn't forward it as it'd get into the Jewish News next week to put me down ... !
ORAs President now is Meir Shlomo Kluwgant. He also was heavily involved as VP of ORA in the 'Holy Crusade'
until his uncle Rabbi Glick was falsely implicated. Since then he has mellowed a little and I also -since he recently
became president- have told him to be careful with his words in these issues and also get real world class
Halachic advice before putting out statements. He assured me he will. What he wrote could have been worse...
But anyway for Moshe's past involvements and his probable present encouragements, as you know I certainly
wouldn't disagree with you and I've written that to him and I'm very embarrassed because of this to be known to be
his nephew.
The ikker is that most people are delighted (including Dovid Bleier and Sebban) that you got out of all this and had
a Yetzias Mitzrayim, and from now you should only know of Simchois maychayil el choyill
Yossi
P.S. Did you speak to Slavin on the Friday we spoke about it re coming to Yeshiva for Shabbos?
(Quoted text hidden)

Fri, Jun 13, 2014 at 5:11 PM

Daniel Hayman
To: Yosef Feldman <

Dear Yossi,
The Jewish News are a bunch of anti-Semitic pigsll! Always have been. The decent frum newspaper around the
world would never publish or publicize anything of this nature.
The AJN on the other hand thrive on the Loshon Horo to sell newspapers!
I thought that Moshe was the current ORA president.
Meir Shlomo knows me personally, and should know better than to write such crap, but they are all doing what
looks in the public eye as politically correct, and unfortunately don't give a shit about shulchan aruch- as their
image is way more important!!!
In a case like mine, there is no basis in shulchan aruch to publicize such matters from 30 years ago. Do these
rabbonim not recognize the concept of teshuva let alone decent menchlichkeit and how this could deeply
embarrass a person and their extended family??? Shuchan Aruch was totally thrown out the door when it came to
my matter!!!

-
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Boruch Hashem it is time to move on, and B'H the LA community have been much more normal than the Sydney
community. Not to mention that the local rabbonim have handled this matter with the utmost respect and dignity.
In regards to Moshe, he will continue to do what is in his own best interests, as this is the way he is and I give him
a brocho that maybe one day he will learn to think of others as well.
Yes I did experience my own personal Yetzias Mitzrayiml!! I though of this concept several times!
I did speak to Slavin right after we spoke at Yoram's and in a nutshell, he was unwilling to stick his neck out and
do anything about it.
He basically said that to be able to get me back into the Yeshiva, he would need to convince Gaby, Zev & Harrylll
He also explained that he did not want to rock the boat, as both Gaby & Zev were doing a lot of voluntary things
for the Yeshiva, and he did not want to upset them, by asking for a favour!
The bottom line is, he did not give a shit, and in all honestly it was not all that important for me to be able to go to
the Yeshiva anyway, as I had other places I was able to daven. Rabbi Dadon was very nice and decent and saw
no reason why I should not be able to daven with his kehillah. A couple of his baal Habatim approached him, and
he explained that we humans can not judge, and only Hashem can j udge! He is a real mench and a great Rov.
Little did Gaby & Zev know that I went many times to the Yeshiva, as I attended your brother Eli's lunches a few
times, and also used the mikva a couple of times erev shabbos and erev Yorn tov!

I'm surprise Zev did not view the video footage and issue me a restraining order!!!
Nebich, he also needs a Refua Shlaymall!
Thanks once again for your friendship and support.
Brocho Ve'hatzlocho,
Gug
(Quoted text hidden)
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